Astra
Smart, Data-Driven Tools for the Overbanked

How Plaid is helping one app empower people to achieve
their financial goals

balances to decrease NSFs.

When Gil Akos and Sam Morgan set out in 2016 to develop prototypes of
Astra—a smart personal finance tool for the overbanked, goal-oriented
professional—they quickly realized that their product wasn’t going to
scale without the insight that comes with personalized data. Everyone’s
financial situation, they reasoned, is too idiosyncratic to base a platform on
generalizations and assumptions. To make managing financial goals easier
and more efficient, they needed a way to import user balance and transaction
information and enable intra-app money transfers seamlessly and securely. For
that, they turned to Plaid.
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Customized money management
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Pull historical data and real-time

Instantly authenticate accounts
for ACH without micro-deposits.
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Access clean transactional
data via the simplest
integration available.

In pursuit of its mission to make finances more intelligent, empowering, and
personal, Astra recently launched a flexible, customizable iOS app that leverages
user-defined rules and automation to save people time and reduce stress in
the face of hairy financial challenges—like paying down debt while saving for
vacation. Astra puts at its users’ fingertips big picture information about where
their money is going, giving them total control of what’s happening across all of
their goals and accounts. Users simply connect any and all of their banking and
credit accounts with Astra to quickly view their financial situation in one easyto-access and -navigate digital space. From there, users input savings goals and
create rules, called “actions,” to automate the movement of their money from
account to account to proactively fund said goals.
To get Astra to a place of intrinsic utility, Akos and Morgan needed to find an API
that allowed for secure account integration and could act as a switching station
as users’ money moved between accounts based on their defined actions. From
the beginning, they found their solution in Plaid.
“Plaid was something we were experimenting with when we converted a simple
version of our early Excel models into a web app,” Akos said. “It was foundational
to what we were doing even before we had a proper product in place. Nothing
else was as robust or developer friendly.”
Today, the Astra iOS app uses Plaid products Auth, Balance, and Transactions,
plus the Plaid Link + Dwolla integration to collect and display users’ spending
data in real time and authorize and execute ACH transfers between financial
institutions. From the users’ perspective, the process is painless.
“Any step in the process that can be low friction is hugely important for us to
convert customers to the point where they’re actually seeing the true value
of what we’re offering,” said Morgan. “So, when our customers say it’s superfast and really easy to connect their external accounts and that they trust the
interface, that makes our integration with Plaid key.”

“We didn’t want to take on a
relationship with a really big
institution and just be small fry to
them. With Plaid, we’re a priority.”
-GIL AKOS, CO-FOUNDER OF ASTRA

More than just a pretty interface
Astra customers aren’t the only beneficiaries of Plaid’s user-friendly API. Astra
itself advantages from Plaid’s low barrier to entry and exceptional customer
service. In addition to offering developer documentation that Akos describes as
legible, clean, and easily consumed, Plaid has a human side that he considers
equally compelling.
“It only took three days to get Plaid up and running. But beyond that, a fantastic
partnership has emerged,” he said. “There is engaging communication between
myself, my business point of contact, the technical team, and from the user
feedback team. They offer way more than just a great product.”
The partnership alone was enough to convince Akos that Dwolla was the right
payments network provider for Astra—a decision the company made because of
the trusted relationship between the Dwolla Platform and Plaid products.
“We were so happy with Plaid, and it already offered the Dwolla integration,” he
explained. “We didn’t want to take on a relationship with a really big institution
and just be small fry to them. With Plaid, we’re a priority.”
Akos contends that if it weren’t for the technology offered by Plaid, his team
would still be at square one. Instead, after just eight weeks live, the iOS app
has connected 350 accounts and facilitated 200 money transfers valued at
$20,000 via its Plaid interface. Even in its early stages, Morgan calls the volume
significant.
“Our mission is to help people save, and when you consider that 46 percent of
Americans can’t afford a $400 expense, the fact that we’re already getting our
users, on average, toward $600 saved annually is substantial. Hopefully, by giving
them the ability to transfer money more easily, we’re also helping mitigate the
$320 in average annual overdraft fees that users pay. I think Plaid is foundational
to those achievements.”
Plaid also affords Akos and Morgan the peace of mind to intensely focus on
the high-level aspects of Astra’s technology that link back to its mission to be
more intelligent, empowering, and personalized--namely, the introduction of
learning-based balance forecast functionality. As the app matures, Astra will rely
on proprietary forecasting models to offer incremental optimization of users’
savings rules in accordance with their financial circumstances at any given
moment. In effect, Astra stands to offer one of the most personalized money
management apps on the market—something Morgan attributes, at least in part,
to its Plaid partnership.
“We couldn’t be focusing on these advanced features at all if we didn’t have the
core technology in place.”
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Plaid is a technology platform that modernizes banking infrastructure—making
it possible to build products that leverage financial data. We focus on lowering
the barriers to entry in financial services by making it easier and safer to
use financial data. We build beautiful consumer experiences, user-friendly
infrastructure, and intelligence tools that give everyone the ability to develop
the future of financial services.

